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A Paranormal Romance #1 Bestseller Contains all six parts of Claimed by the Alphas, including Mated to the Alphas as
Part Seven! A curvy young woman sets out into the wilderness to become the mate of an alpha werewolf.

This is the fifth book in a serial, and it must be read in sequence to fully understand what is going on. This
book is not designed for stand-alone reading. Mila the human mate to the two Lazerous pack alphas, is finally
starting to be accepted by the pack as they all wait anxiously to see if Asch or Caim managed to get her
pregnant during the m Cassandra My Thoughts - 5 out of 5 Unicorns - I loved it!!! The cover is awesome:
Each is unique and beautiful: This part is probably my favorite so far. Tons of action and conflict, and Caim is
getting better and better. I no longer want to slap him frequently: Jennifer Hines Now that the thrall is over all
they can do is sit back and wait to see if they were successful. Oh yeah that goes so well! Asch is out of town
on a diplomatic mission while Caim remains home with Mila. But his aggressiveness is ingrained in his blood
and he just has to go and mess with the cats. This book by far has the most action. Stacey Mila and her Alphas
Caim and Asch are back this time it is after the Thrall and war may come to the pack from another pack this
time were cats.. This series is one that I would have liked to have been in one book at the beginning. Mila is
mated to the 2 alphas. While Asch is gone, Caim is in charge but does not think and kills a cougar shifter that
tried to attack Mila. Who he is getting attached to. Asch comes back just in time to save him and the pack.
Mila finds out she is pregnant. Keshia Who are you rooting for? I loved seeing the relationship grow between
the characters.. He had her first and second as he puts it, and he gets way more face time. I love how the
author has Caim and Asch embody different traits that together make the perfect man. Laura I was up til
midnight because I could not put this one down. Yeah Mila is pregnant, I wonder if that would happen in this
book. Caim is interesting in that he thinks that he have power over Mila because she loves him but I think that
he loves her too and it is only a matter of time before he realizes it. Hopefully in the next book. Tracy Ehlers
After feeling a little disappointed in part 4, the author really makes up for it with part While Asch is away, we
see more interaction between Caim and Mila, the Mating Thrall is over and we have a waiting game I love
how the author has used both alphas to embody the perfect mate! Looking forward to the next instalment Alex
Owens Another great installment of this series! Still, I love watching the characters interact and grow on each
other, and the pack dynamics play out as Mia gets the hang of everything. I will be very sad to see it end.
Beautiful visuals that will stay in my mind. The characters will always be familiar to me. Kimberly Walden
Part of Kindle Unlimited. Part 5 of 7 in series. She went willingly to become the mate of an Alpha. Which one
will be the father of her unborn child? Michelle Claimed by the alphasMila is just worried about everything
little thing. Cain dose what he dose best. Mandy Saial I bought Part 5 and read it in one night. Dena Thank
you for answering the question. Asch and Caim are so together on Milan it is incredible. Wendy Loving this
series, cant wait for the last one!! Barbara good but the last one was better Kathy Harrington This continues
from the last book. Mila is left with Caim since Asch had gone to take care of some business. You can feel the
connection between the 2 more now than before. More action in this part too. Elizabeth Another good one. Yet
another good installment in a great series. I can not wait for the sixth part to come out next month! Tammy
Sowards-Sanchez nice fight I cannot wait until part 6 comes out. Kim this author is literally just cutting up one
book and selling it as many. I love this series, so different, but not predictable as most books series can be.
Ugh, and now I have to wait for the next edition. Readers Also Enjoyed Claimed by the Alphas:
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Viola Rivard is the author of Claimed by the Alphas ( avg rating, ratings, reviews, published ), Bound to the Alpha ( avg
rating,

No tag teaming so far. I am on to the next one to see how this plays out. PJ 3 starsWhoa, is this ever a
lightweight, if steamy, story. A lottery is held across a few towns to find a "volunteer" mate for a werewolf
pack. The Lazarus wolf pack to be specific. The towns want protection from other wolf packs and the Alpha of
the Lazarus pack wants a human mate who will bear them pups. Turns out female werewolves are non-fertile.
Well, the fun hitch to this story is that there are TWO alphas to this pack, one holds the intell A human female
volunteers to become the mate of an alpha werewolf Mila had no idea that the group had two alphas. One
wolfs is more attuned to his animal thus wilder and violent. Both are strong, and in their own ways
domineering while at the same time passionate for their new mate. Lorraine Sears An intriguing start to a
serial. Taking no more than thirty minutes to read, this book is really an introduction. Asche and Caim are
both alpha males of a single wolf pack. Needing to introduce a human female to the pack for breeding
purposes, without consultation or consideration for the consequences, Asche introduces a human mate to his
pack. Mila is desperately looking for a way out of Deborah Promising startMila Foster finds herself about to
become a mate to the alpha of the Lazarus pack, Mila volunteered for this position and is excited and a little
frightened at what her future holds. The Lazarus pack needs her because their females are unable to bear
children and their alpha Asch desperately wants a mate and a family. Mandy Brown With this book I am really
conflicted. The book was a good read, but the ending, if you can really call it an ending, stunk. The author has
wrote a second book that picks up where this book ends. In my opinion this book and the second book should
be one book. I am not sure that I will even buy the second book even though the story is good. As I was
getting into it, it ended so I would have preferred for it to be just one big story instead of several parts. Amy T
Evans good short read, left off in a cliff hanger had to buy 2nd one. Aussie bookworm for a very short novella,
I could not put it down. The main character finds out what the whole lottery is about, thinks, "Ho Louise
Saville This review is for the whole Claimed series. Cannot praise it enough. I bought all 5 available books
and read them within 3 days. The books are short, and any complaint about this should be seen as a
compliment. Yes, they are short and I wish for more, but this is the authors prerogative and I would neve A
lottery is held and Mila Foster is chosen. Little does she realize that there are two alphas but only one will
become her mate. A battle of supremacy will decide which of them will have the right to b Some parts of this
story just made me angry. Like the opening and the way the people living in the rural communities are
portrayed as backward idiots. Cheesecake Each book is just a short story. Small towns that exist near pack
territories make deals with the packs to ensure safety. The Lazarus Werewolf pack Sookie Sabre As an
aspiring author in this genre, I thought today was a good one to take a look at some of my peers. The writing is
absolutely stellar. Lead characters Mila, Caim, Asch and my favorite All I can say is hot Viola Rivard has
given the readers a hot set of Alpha Werewolves Shifter to fall in love with. A human named Mila volunteered
to serve as a breeder for the Lazarus wolf pack in exchange f Kristen Most scenes are in a bed. Yep you heard
it. She is promised to the Alpha of the pack to help them produce pups which will continue the lineage. Risana
The writing was great. This 3 star review was not for the writing. The description of the wolves etc was good
too. I have one problem and it ruined my entire enjoyment of this story. Little did we know, her true intentions
of actually volunt Cassandra My Thoughts - 4 out of 5 Unicorns - I really liked it!!! The cover looks really
awesome: I totally love it all especially the wolfs: I picked this up as a freebie back in February, and I picked
up the boxed set yesterday as well as what is out of the Bound series which I loved!! It sounded entirely too
enticing not to read. It is a short story, which makes it wonderful when you just want something quick. I know
I did! When she discovers how Rebecca I downloaded this book for free on amazon not too long ago after it
was recommended to me by a friend. The hook for me was the somewhat different approach to werewolves in
a genre saturated with them. As a means of appeasing the local werewolf pack, and in exchange for receivi
Nakeesha The plotting was excellent. The POVs short, to the point, moved the story and kept the pages
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turning. At no point did the world building overwhelm. Rivard gave enough to give readers a firm footing.
The heroine was likeable; the two alphas were strong with very different personalities. Her dilemma at the
end, which is as close as you can get to a cliffhanger without hanging off a cliff, is intriguing. I bought the
next installment Yes, I get that this particular story is being released bit by bit, but honestly it just makes me
want to buy all the parts and read them. I think Miss Rivard did an amazing job! As a writer of werewolves, I
really appreciated her knowledge of these fictional beings. I was instantly enamored with the tale by the
second page and I had to keep reading. In the beginning I was confused because it would switch from
character to character POV very quickly and I had to get used to who was who. He was so rude and obnoxiou
However, the story telling is done well and the alternative world is shown to us bit by bit. This is a world
where the less lucky of humanity live on the fridges, their towns bordering with werewolf territory. Mila lacks
depth so far but is r To escape a life she thought to dull for her liking, only to find out what a horrible alpha
one of the males are and a seemly more reasonable alpha the other is than comin Alex Owens Love this
compelling, spicy series. What strikes me as most interesting about it other than the scorching heat level and
the menage, of course is that the author has done an excellent job building a world where the plot seems
possible and naturally evolving. There are details, sparsely planted throughout this and the other books in the
series, that lend to the overall refreshing story line. Part Two Broken, 2 Browse by Genre.
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Claimed by the Alphas - Kindle edition by Viola Rivard. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones
or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Claimed by the Alphas.

Claimed by the Alphas: Part Four Reviews Larissa Apr 03, I enjoyed this so much more that the first three
even though it was so short! I am not a fan of cliffhanger or books spread out through installments but for
some reason this one caught me. The h is kind of irritating and whiny so I have no idea why I want to read
more about her s Makes me wonder if Mila could have had a birth control implant on the sly. Obsessed Apr
10, I am eating these up! Need next installment now, pleez! The cover is another awesome one. Is it sad I just
realized that one of those wolves should be black? Mei Apr 06, Sizzling I will find a way to hold on until then
On my Were Scale of Hotness Dena Mar 30, I liked the thrall situation it was erotic and intriguing. Life goes
the direction we choose. This "series", which is really only a single novel split into multiple parts so the author
can squeeze more pennies out of readers, is exactly the kind of thing that embodies the worst practices of selfand indie-publish Alex Owens Apr 04, Goodness, this series is taking me on a ride. I adore the characters and
the care that the author has taken in developing such a fabulous world for this series. Lolly Dec 24, Mandy
Saial Apr 06, Ohhhh I was getting so into the story and then it stops until the next part. I hope Viola releases
Part 5 soon because not knowing what happens next is putting a damper on everything else that i try to read.
She may be nervous and very reluctant, but there will come a point when her body chooses not to listen Kathy
Harrington Oct 23, Another great installment in this series. I really think the biggest thing that gets me is the
true nieviety of Mila. I would think someone would do more to clue her in. Stacey Sep 09, Asch and Caim are
ready for the Thrall that would take Mila to get her pregnant with one or both of their pups but there is danger
after the Thrall to Mila who Faces off with one but Asch must leave to control the were-cats that have been
hurting humans or worse or kill or reform them With the thrall hitting and Mila, Asch and Caim leaving the
den to a more secluded location, I found I was wanting more. This is the fourth book in a serial, and it must be
read in sequence to fully understand what is going on. This book is not designed for stand-alone reading. Part
4 of 7 in series. She went willingly to become the mate of an Alpha. Which one will be the father of her
unborn child? Dec 13, Good installment. Wish there was more discussion between the triad. I cannot wait until
part 6 comes out. Elizabeth Bearden Jan 20, As soon as I finished reading, I had to buy and read the rest of the
series immediately. Michelle Mar 30, Claimed by the alphas finally having her stuff she finds herself not
missing anything. Robyn Nov 20,
Chapter 4 : Claimed by the Alphas: Part One eBook: Viola Rivard: theinnatdunvilla.com: Kindle Store
Claimed by the Alphas: Part Four by Viola Rivard With the thrall drawing near, both alphas are eager to show their mate
why they deserve to stake the ultimate claim on her body.

Chapter 5 : Claimed by the Alphas: Part Seven eBook: Viola Rivard: theinnatdunvilla.com: Kindle Store
What a challenge to be claimed by 2 Alphas I always love a good werewolf love story book. I did find it interesting that
the author did include 2 alphas of the same pack in this book.

Chapter 6 : theinnatdunvilla.com: Viola Rivard: Books, Biography, Blogs, Audiobooks, Kindle
I was new to paranormal romance when I first purchased part one of "Claimed by the Alphas" and wasn't sure exactly
what I was getting myself into. Lucky me, I got a winner. Viola Rivard is quite the storyteller, and her attention to detail
and character development is spot on.

Chapter 7 : [Viola Rivard] â‹— Claimed by the Alphas â‹® Books Online
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Claimed by the Alphas by Viola Rivard Report this Page Making up isn't easy, but with two weeks alone and the days
growing colder, Mila and Caim aren't about to sleep apart.

Chapter 8 : Read Viola Rivard Story: Claimed by the Alphas: Part Four [Fantasy Book] â™¦ Free Read Boo
It is the first entry in the Claimed series, chronicling Mila Foster's efforts to hold her new pack together by accepting the
claim of both of its alphas. The series will contain strong sexual themes and mÃ©nage romance, and is not intended for
readers under the age of

Chapter 9 : Listen to Audiobooks written by Viola Rivard | theinnatdunvilla.com
Claimed by the Alphas: Part One is 17, words of werewolf/BBW romance. It is the first entry in the Claimed series,
chronicling Mila Foster's efforts to hold her new pack together by accepting the claim of both of its alphas.
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